


Drawing Correspondence was founded in January 2021 

by artists/educators Chloe Briggs, Tania Kovats 

and Anita Taylor as a response and contribution  

to a growing engagement with and sharing of 

drawing practice online. It is a structure that 

takes many forms and is designed to support 

participants at any stage of their practice  

in and through drawing. It is a way of forging 

connections and expanding a drawing community 

beyond institutions and physical space. 

Many thanks to: Ioi Choi, Lilli Mamath, Callen 

McKeon, Alex Mein, Jared Cooper Cobain. 

And to Hyphae Drawing Collective - participants in 

our first pilot program who so generously funded 
one of our bursaries. 
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Dear Drawing Correspondence, 

‘the body I am in’  

Such a charged proposition for us all. 

The defining acts of scrutiny, gaze and feeling are embodied through 
the act of drawing. The interrogation of gesture and expression 

has led to a compelling sequence of drawings made in this program 

that question not just appearance, but the emotional or haptic 

sensation of being inside a skin or body. How we see ourselves can 

be recognised by the self with the aid of a mirror, but there is 

also what to understand when we see one another. 

The impulse goes back a long way, as soon as we can draw, we try 

to draw the figure. Drawing the body, either ourselves or others 
is an endless exploration of what it means to be alive. Drawing 

from ourselves, people we know, or from ‘life models’, wrapped or 

unwrapped by the layers we cover ourselves with, is also measuring 

how we occupy space in the world. There is not only what the body 

looks like, what we see; there is also what the body feels like. How 

best can we occupy our own physicality with all its magnificence, 
narratives and scars? Body acceptance, gratitude and reverence can 

be encouraged through the drawing.  

We creep towards a deeper respect of ourselves and each other. Our 

complexity, solidity, authenticity can be celebrated in the drawing. 

No walls to lean on or contain us in this digital space. What we 

kept coming back to is drawing, the practical, grounding, physical 

act that helps centre it all.  

Together we achieve the surrealist exquisite corpse, with all our 

bodies, drawn parts and limbs laid bare and folded lightly into each 

other.  

With love and respect

Drawing Correspondence

Chloe Briggs, Tania Kovats and Anita Taylor

  





Self portrait in a mirror

I stare and you stare back, as a mirror you do not reproduce the 

visible, you make me visible, but as a drawing I aim to avoid your 

refections. Between us we help make an image, but one I would 

argue, pulled out of you, and not a reflection of him. My form was 
one found between reflections, I dragged myself into being from 
under a hand, which was itself a dance of materials in action, 

which were themselves dancing myself into being. 

Mirrors turn each mark into an antibody. Electrons reverse their 

spin, holding patterns quietly sit within bilateral symmetry, 

waiting for the unspun to be teased out, one layer at a time, 

graphite thin. One atom, then two lines, three lines, four…pulling 

out into this flat world a child’s crayon mark, waxy on paper, an 
opening, a beginning. Then more marks, this time of adolescent 

charcoal, and then an older ink stained wash. All set up for that 

final black ink line, dragged off a dipped in pen that signs off 
the fate of a face emerging from the paper. A visage floating out 
of the ground that is my reality substrate; a face dragged out 

of both the mirror and myself. As parents we are a doppelganger 

pair, holding hands as we seek out that other, the one behind the 

mirror, the one that steps out of the shadow, but can never be 

named, the one sometimes called the face of reality, the one we 

birthed but could never raise as our own. 

GARRY



Resonance of Maternity



ELAINE
The Body I Am In

To Drawing,

Always there, a constant, from the childish copies of tablemat 

cottages, preserved, yellowed, in my mother’s papers, to the 

shared joy and frustration of drawing together with others over 

zoom in these changed times.

How do I experience drawing? A vital and physical act with an 

immediacy, in the moment and of the moment, meditative and slow, 

rapid and gestural. Sometimes, the best times, it just IS.

Thoughts and preoccupations bleed through and almost unknowingly 

it happens. Drawing can speak and connect. Whether intuitive or 

hard won, instinctive, laboured or loaded. No matter.

To the drawing I have chosen to represent my experience of ‘The 

Body I Am In’.

To the resonance of maternity, to the marking of time, to a 

heartbeat and the rhythm of music, to recollection and bodily 

memory, to the ebb and flow of life, to connectedness and of being 
present.

In the drawing I hope for an anonymity that speaks of 

universality and the idea of my body that was her body and all 

the bodies before and to come, in an arc of time. The surfaces, 

the joins and the edges, which should be fractured make layers 

which remain connected. The shapes describe burgeoning life. 

Whilst all the time the fragile surface, the impermanence of 

the charcoal, the shifting marks which flowed with that yearned 
for ease will be so easily lost. I relinquished control and 

expectation and was rewarded.





YVONNE
Dear Body

Our landscape has changed so much over nearly 8 decades.

Once the exterior was crucial, when our young body was beautiful 

but so very unappreciated; now the interior and its ability to 

function well are of paramount importance.

Sometimes at night when my ear is pressed into the pillow I can 

hear our heart beating. My hand moves to warm the skin on my chest 

and I whisper thanks and encouragement, and perhaps you actually 

hear me; we’re still here.

This unseen interior engine of ours is doing a tremendous job – 

despite neglect and some abuse – and this late recognition of the 

enormity of your success deserves much more gratitude than you 

get.

Looking back I can see a relationship that was marked by 

acceptance, opposition, neglect and, more recently, gratitude. Now, 

I see an ageing body that has passed many milestones of physical 

adversity to recover from each test faced so far, and I recognize 
the enormity of your task and the heroism of your success.

Movement, speed, flexibility and time are much reduced now – but 
there is great pleasure in family, work, friends, laughter, 

memories, daily life and my dogs. Life is good, and it was my 

intention when starting this course that I should try to reflect 
this in my subsequent work.

The latest pieces are propositional works based upon photos 

looking down at my faceless unidentifiable body, which are then 
reconfigured into large, plausible, aged figures of some power and 
purpose. These pieces gesture towards some of the responses to and 

feelings about us – my body and I – as indicated above. As a group 

of three there is some classical reference, but to a different 

kind of visual value. 

Between us there is more to come





YOTA

Important things that were learned, remembered, discovered and 

acknowledged during the drawing correspondence course

…… a note to my self 

…… look back at past work and consider how I am connected to that work through my 

own embodied view of it, take note 

…… be in the moment when drawing, connect to the motion and the action and lose 

myself in the eternal present

  

…… disconnect from seeking the outcome, looking for the end place and revel in 

discovery 

…… get excited about the subject, be in wonder at the movement and endeavour to 

connect and transcribe that anyway it comes

 

…… it is only finished when I stop working 

…… I can do it again 

…… accept my hand 

…… persevere, and trust, something interesting will happen 

…… being enveloped by the subjects’ story and seeking to understand it whilst 

being present in my own body, fills my lines and mark making with an essence that 
is new for me 

…… keep doing that, this is important 

…… it is a way to express the stories that I have been collecting 

…… joy in making is pure and available 

…… keep doing that, it makes me happy, I am more creative when happy 

…… use colour 

…… play 

…… check my pockets, they are stuffed full with memories and inspiration 

and above all 

…… be surprised



inthroughmouthoutthroughnose



JOHANNA

a letter to 

the body

the body I am in

the drawings that been made

the process that has been

breathe in  ● breathe out

this is your body

borrowed indefinitely 

‘’take care of yourself’’

‘’you don’t take care of yourself’’

you don’t have to be afraid

it’s okay to let go

the thoughts of the brain

the heart pounding

the lung dilating

the rhythm of the hand

the muscle memory

you are complex

you consist of all parts

you started with resistance

wandered on to frustration

opened up to playful naivety

met the modesty and embarrassment

turned quickly at the corner of fear

landed softly and calmly at

the side of gratitude, joy and surprise

thank you for following, listening and challenging

breathe in  ●  breathe out

     





JACQUELINE

These are the lines that emerge from our bodies. Bodies of flesh 
and blood, breath and bone, skin and hair. We leave traces as 

we touch and make contact with others, with ourselves, with the 

world. This is the breath that comes in and out of our bodies, 

mixing and mingling with air breathed by other living beings. We 

are interconnected in a continuous dance of exchange. We touch and 

simultaneously are touched by the outside. Smudged boundaries in 

these moments of contact. These are the lines that trace our 

presence, drawing us out to others, whispering that we are here, 

we were here, breathing and being. 

This drawing combines many elements from the course. The 

drawing began with a breathing meditation in ink. It is overlaid 

with my handwritten reflections, a transcribed version became the 
above paragraph. I’m interested in handwriting as drawing. Espe-

cially when lines become illegible, but still call out to be read. 

I use water to disrupt the ink, spreading it out, unable to be 

contained within line. There are echoes of my hairline 

drawings, hairs that have been shed in the routines of 

everyday living. And there are traces of observational drawings of 

the folds of the body making contact with itself. Hand to hand, 

or hand to body part, these are lines that come from the moments 

of gesture of tender protection. The course opened up and sparked 

much potential for further investigation. It also challenged me to 

engage in this vulnerable act of exposure within the group, to find 
my place within a wider body.





LUCIA

Portraying the self can be an engaging and fascinating process, 

yet extremely challenging and laborious, unsettling even, 

like a journey through scorching desert sands.

Time and emotions, dreams and perceptions, ideals and visions

are probably why self portraits can be so divergent,  

ranging from soft loving eyes to an engulfing darkness, 
from a pensive stance to a densely troubled atmosphere. 

I often take a pencil or a piece of charcoal in my hands 

when my mind moves in circles 

and I need to get a clear idea of something I am not able to give a 

name to.

I draw a self portrait to grasp woolly perceptions, buried feelings. 

The results are often unexpected. And not always reassuring.  

Actually, rather the opposite. 

And yet. I cannot stop walking along this path.

We do not draw to be reassured, ultimately.

We draw to feel alive. Real. Authentic. 



The Reverse is Also True Stitched



PEISLEY

Unable to locate myself in the body I am in 

                not in the body

                           or in space or time.

Some confusion around internal world and boundary as edge

           of who has what 

                         and where I start and stop.

No core place to locate. 

My body I am in was not my own… but a ((((lightening board)))) 

                           for others to project on. 

SOMEHOW through ritual,

                drawing on screen

                        drawing through glass and stitch,

                              out of mind and breath in 

                              relationship to others...

I saw a constellation in the night sky that COULD BE a drawing

that cannot be measured. 

Its special capacities untold,

                unrecognisable, 

                           its line chartable

                                but not possessive…

                                    the points blinking as guides.

I am energised to take up space. 

                To be SELF-DEFINING in  MY body and IN MY art.

To run naked anywhere, to do no harm… 

                but sometimes to spew subversive thoughts, 

                           Compassion and hope for change. 

                                      MY BODY IS NOT HELD DOWN.

I do not look for acceptance OR INCLUSION

                for I am in my wild state of fierce porosity  
                            I find I HAVE LIBERTY.
                                      The body I am in … 

IS the living show.





KATYA
Sender: The Inner Mentor

ref: KRs11/2021/DC:TheBodyIAmIn/6of6

Drawing Program Review

The program offered a diverse range of prompts. Each online 

session provided a different stimulus for trying new subjects, 

new approaches, and some special life models. Katya’s drawings to 

these prompts demonstrated her range as an artist: able to engage 

with sombre subjects, and also bring lightness of touch, line, and 

innovation. Her drawings show her instinctive draftsmanship, with 

deft gestures grounded in observation. Her images express thoughts 

and nuanced emotions.

Methods

Katya makes collections and variations on themes, making alternate 

versions in an open-ended way - patchwork as practice. She uses an 

associative method, working with a variety of corresponding ideas 

and feelings.

Process

Katya stresses the value of preparing for studio practice, being 

relaxed and physically grounded, with time and space scheduled for 

instinctive drawing, all informed by continuing research.

The image shown here is a revised version of a drawing of a 

Torso made in the first week so demonstrates the developments in 
her practice over this time. It is a drawn painting. Previously, 

Katya wanted to bring the attack and poignancy of her graphic line 

to painting. Here she draws/paints in acrylics over graphite brush 

drawing seeking marks that act as an equivalent to the moment of 

observation, and the emotions.  Simultaneously her thoughts circle 

around the themes that underpin the drawing: torso, totem, 

goddess, bronze statue, memorial, votive, armour, breastplate. It 
is an image that connects trauma, history, strength and 

vulnerability.





ALYS
Dear drawing,

Where did YOU come from?

From me, I know. You are me. Of me, from me.

But you came from a new place. A deep and whispered feeling of 

myself.

Not about looking. About feeling.

Touching. Seeing past. 

You’ve shown me something new.

I want to get back there, back to that place from which you came.

Dear Alys,

I see you. I am you. 

I grew from your hand, to show you yourself.

Yourself in a moment. Your feeling of yourself in that moment. 

Not about looking. About seeing beyond.

Your touch on the paper, your eyes in mid-distance. You stroked 

out my lines. You drew me to life.

Gently you made me. 

You found your way. 





CLARE

A conversation with my drawing practice 

I’ll draw my way there.

  Where?

I don’t know. We’ll go together

I thought I’d lost you

  I’ve been with you all this time

Ooh so many paths to take, so many sweeties along the way; 

graphite, charcoal, Chinese ink, Japanese watercolours, pencils, 

fine Japanese brushes, Chinese gongbi brushes, brushes for detail, 
brushes for washes, unsized Xuan paper, semi-sized Xuan paper, 
sized Xuan paper, calligraphy practice paper, watercolour paper, 

  Let’s go this way. Bring some charcoal.

Here I am. My drawings become a kind of journal. Drawing is a way 

of slowing down time. I become fully absorbed in the process, 

often not feeling present in the world but present on the paper.

My work comes out of personal experience, everything I have ab-

sorbed emotionally and physically. Inspiration is drawn from 

Chinese and Japanese ceramics, Indonesian and Malaysian batiks; 

places I’ve lived in, visited or remembered. 

I am on the paper. In the mirror, in the frame, contained, looking 

at myself, as I see me in that moment. You can see me. Others can 

see me. Peering out. 

Something of me. 





VICTORIA
Dear Drawing,

Thank you for this opportunity to find my way to you again. Pres-
sures of survival have made making challenging, but this journey 

with wonderful tutors and participants has brought me back to you, 

dispelling my worries about imperfect technique. Yet I am nervous 

of showing process. This drawing was made on Remembrance Sunday. 

I watched representatives of Trinidad and Tobago and Barbados lay 

wreaths at the Cenotaph and considered how the UK was honouring 

their war dead, having hosted a COP26 which did little to prevent 

those islands being presently sunk. I thought of our obligations 

to generations past, present and future and of Ralph Fiennes on 

The Andrew Marr Show earlier, reading a passage from T.S. Eliot’s 

Four Quartets. “We are born with the dead”. I got out my sketch 

book. 

It interests me that it was only when alive to these issues that 

I created an image of myself that bore even a passing resemblance 

(not the skull I hope, although flippantly I sometimes look like 
death). Perhaps this shows what I am interested in; drawing can 

act as a powerful intercessor for past, present and future gener-

ations. But it is just a head. There is a thinking through mark 

making and my cerebral approach can act as a real break on its 

power. I have marvelled at my cohort, their intellectual curiosi-

ty and wisdom, bred from process and reflection, makes their work 
speak. If I continue and more fully let myself go, both into the 

body and into drawing-ness, I feel I will better understand and 

evoke what time and ancestry might mean. 

Yours Faithfully,

Victoria

Quotations from “Little Gidding” and “East Coker”, T.S. Eliot, 

Four Quartets (1979) [1944], London: Faber & Faber.
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Garry Barker

Garry Barker draws in order to think. He has 

been shortlisted for the Trinity Buoy Wharf 

drawing prize, and won the 2017 Rabley Drawing 
Centre ‘SKETCH’ first prize. He has recently 
been using drawing to visualise hidden somatic 

feelings to help himself and others communicate 

what can’t be seen but which definitely exists.

fineartdrawinglca.blogspot.com
garrybarkeronline.com

Elaine Burke

Elaine Burke is based in Northern Ireland 

and currently studying for an MA in Fine 

Art. Having had a practice that was largely 

sculpture based she recently effected a change 

of focus in order that drawing now has primacy. 

Her work explores the female form and ideas of 

connectedness over time.

Her drawing is mostly large scale work in 

charcoal. She has had work exhibited throughout 

Ireland and has work held in both public and 

private collections.

elaineburke.studio

@elaineburke_art

Yvonne Crossley

After graduating from Goldsmiths School of 

Art, Crossley received various scholarships 

to develop her practice in Italy, Germany and 

Brazil. Since then she has sustained her work 
as an artist in tandem with a career in art 

education. 

In 2004 she left her post as Professor and 

Vice-Principal at Wimbledon School of Art to 

set up The Drawing Gallery, firstly in Central 
London and later in the West Midlands.

She has been included in a number of signifi-
cant exhibition selection panels including: The 

Jerwood Drawing Prize, Drawing Prize RA Summer 
Exhibition, Drawn RWA Bristol, and The Derwent 

Drawing Prize.

She has exhibited widely in open exhibitions 

throughout the UK and has held a number of solo 

exhibitions including at: The Ikon Gallery 

(Birmingham), The Laing Gallery (Newcastle upon 

Tyne), Battersea Arts Centre (London), and Roy-

al West of England Academy (Bristol).

thedrawinggallery.co.uk

@yvonnecrossleystudio

Yota Karas

Born in Australia to Greek parents, both 

ancient cultures inform my creative practice. 

A life  long explorer of new places I am 

currently moving slowly around Europe. I 

collect colours  and tastes and sounds from the 

spaces and people I encounter, weaving them 

into  drawings and texts and objects.

yotakaras.com

@anonymous_yota



Johanna Ljungberg

Johanna Ljungberg is based in Gothenburg, 

Sweden. Her artistic practice has drawing as 

its main focus where the exploration of marks 

and lines often becomes drawings of imaginary 

places, bodies in the borderland between 

something microscopic and astronomical. 

Johanna has studied art and project management 

and combines the two practices in her working 

life. 

johannaljungberg.com 

@johannaljungberg_drawing

Jacqueline Nicholls

Jacqueline Nicholls is a London based artist. 

She has an MA Fine Art from Central Saint 

Martins, and was awarded 1st place in the 

poetry section of the Streetcake Prize for 
Experimental Writing 2021. Jacqueline has 

exhibited internationally; her work is held in 

public and private collections. 

jacquelinenicholls.com 

@jacquelinenicholls

Lucia Olivieri

I am 56 but I feel older. I guess this is 

because the brain surgery I had to undergo 

almost two years ago has taken its toll. My 

body is less efficient, less obedient, less 
invisible than in the past but this has taught 

me to feel a deep day by day gratefulness 

towards existence. 

Drawing, which mostly means looking at myself, 

and the woods around me, is one of the most 

privileged tools I have to feel I am still 

living in contact with my most intense and 

authentic inner self.

@azul_luz_
olivierilucia.com

Peisley

Peisley studied as a painter at Bath Academy 

and Birmingham Polytechnic 1989. Invited to 

exhibit at The Royal Overseas League and 

national touring show ‘With your own face on’ 

curated by Susan Morland. 2006 Peisley achieved 

a second MA Art Psychotherapy, going on to 

develop a multi-disciplinary art practice. 

Her ceramics shortlisted for the mother prize 
2020 and selected for Turner Contemporary Open 

2021. Peisley’s textile art published in, 

‘Unravelling Women’s Art’ 2021

traciepeisley.com

@peisleyart



Katya Robin

Katya ROBIN went to St Martin’s, Sheffield Hal-
lam Uni, then PolyMath & Turps. Her artist’s 

books were acquired by notable American col-

lections, her images of cleaners were included 

in PAINT!2019, and TBWDP2019. She co-curates 

‘Prosaic’ survey exhibitions of small scale 

contemporary paintings. Her current profession-

al development is supported by ACE.

KatyaRobinStudio.co.uk

@katya.robin

Alys Scott-Hawkins

Alys is an artist who works with drawing and 

moving image, to tell stories of lived experi-

ence.

Her self portrait drawings were exhibited by 

the Ruth Borchard Self Portrait Prize in 2019 
and 2021. Her films have won multiple awards. 
Recently, she published her first graphic nar-
rative, and has been awarded funding by Arts 

Council England and a-n to develop her prac-

tice.

@alysscotthawkins

alysscotthawkins.co.uk

Clare Smith

Clare Smith was born in Penang, Malaysia 

and her choice of materials relates to her 

mixed Chinese/English heritage. She focuses 

on drawing using different media, usually 

using strong but thin paper as a metaphor 

for the strength and fragility of the 

body. Her work often takes the form of a 

psychogeographical map and is a record of still 

being alive. Motifs and themes also relate 

to autobiographical experience and personal 

memories of places lived in, walked through 

or visited. Intense or saturated colour is a 

marker of anxiety and she uses metallic gold 

because of gold’s association with healing. o 

She was shortlisted for the Trinity Buoy Wharf 

Drawing Prize 2019 and included in the ‘Drawing 
Biennale 2021’ at Drawing Room, London

claresmith.uk

@clare_smith

Victoria Walters

Victoria Walters is an Associate Lecturer in 

Visual Culture, Digital Learning Developer and 

Fine Artist. She holds a doctorate on the work 

of Joseph Beuys and has published and co-edited 

a number of texts about the artist.  She is a 

member of artist research group Space, Place, 

Practice and her visual artwork relates to nar-

ratives of home, protection and the state of 

exception.

www.victoriawalters.co.uk
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